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Motivation
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Interest in cross-linguistic 
embeddings is on the rise, but 
are we studying them correctly?

Pairwise comparisons of 
languages contrasting in a 
particular linguistic
feature



Languages and tasks we chose
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• English vs Russian:  fixed vs free word order -> word order corruption

• Russian vs Korean: inflected vs agglutinative with different head directionality
-> word order corruption

• English vs Russian: morphologically poor vs rich -> long-distance agreement

• English vs Russian: absence and presence of grammatical gender -> gender 
bias



General probing approaches
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Tasks 1 and 2 Tasks 3 and 4

Bigram Shift classifier:

Randomly swap two adjacent words in 
half of the sentences

Train the classifier (frozen BERT + linear 
layer)

Task 2 has some restrictions in terms of 
movement within NP V chunk

Masked word prediction:

Mask the token which grammatical word we 
want to predict from context

Check whether the probability of a word in 
correct grammatical form (number for task 3 
and gender for task 4) is higher than that of 
incorrect one



Task 1: Sensitivity to word order 
corruption in  languages with fixed 
vs free word order
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Hypothesis: harder to detect in 
Russian

Results: harder to detect at lower 
layers, but easier at higher 



Task 2: Sensitivity to word order 
corruption in  agglutinative and 
inflected languages with different 
head directionality
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Hypothesis: models process right-
and left context equally well

Results: no difference between SVO 
and SOV at lower (morphology 
levels)
Tokenization (and whether we move 
agglutinative units or whitespace 
words) influences the results



Task 3: Long-distance agreement in
morphologically rich and poor
languages
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Hypothesis: easier for Russian as 
intervening context can have clues 
for the correct agreement

Results: true, but the performance 
suddenly increases only at the last 
(syntax) layer



Task 4: Gender bias in languages 
with and without grammatical 
gender
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Hypothesis: bias is more present for 
Russian

Results: true, especially for verbs 
and adjectives



Main takeaways
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• More comparisons are needed to make strong conclusions

• Highlight the necessity of a stricter design on cross-lingual 
experiments

• Do not chose the languages just because you know them – chose 
the ones clearly contrasting in the feature you want to explore


